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#6 - Adam and Eve Story Expanded  
The Russian Babushka doll eggs has a number of eggs fitting 
inside another which is used by a German inventor-scientist 
who was appointed to be Jonah-II to proclaim eminent 
warnings. The first big egg Torah-Bible has embedded divine 
information now squeezed and collected science facts into 
smaller eggs to expose a suppressed Apocalypse prophecy even 
dated Warnings by Jonah-II. (Ezek. 33:1-9)  
The Genesis front picture egg reveals how the universe is 
fuelled from infinite light energized by ELOHIM, like an 
inventor would make an incubator to propagate Life resembling 
a tiny earth dot in a vastly expanding black universe. But the 
first Bible verse is like a mustard seed, which has much more 
imbedded like intelligence to form thousands of proteins 
discovered in GMO controlled by a Time-dimension measured 
by atomic clocks. Unfamiliar ideas not taught in church were 
collected in Babushka egg books available free on the web to 
open the laws of nature for searching Christians.  
On my journey much was discovered illustrated on the first 
page of the Bible, why was a divine creation worldwide 
suppressed in universities for hundred years and replaces with 
unscientific fairytales, no longer teach “physics” and ignore a 
“metaphysic” domain, or explain to me life, consciousness, evil 
or relativism. Ancient wisdom was replaced with an unscientific 
atheistic evolution religion that cannot express intelligence 
controlling a mind linked to a soul & spirit interconnected to a 
mystery paradox infinite Jod dimension.  
Much scientific evidence is based on history, still prohibited not 
taught in any school and outlawed worldwide by a New World 
Order to keep you brain-dead from your divine destiny. But 
some kids on YouTube became rebellious thus better educated 
will demonstrate with pleasure forbidden ENERGY invented 
100 years ago. They show how free electricity is produced and 
splitting hydrogen driving around with water risking being put 
in jail.  
Most theologians should be ashamed, many falsified God’s 
Word for profit which should have been used to hire lawyers to 
sue the government not allowing what is embedded free in 
nature still on a path violating Kosmos laws to destroy all life on 
earth. Evil to the core like their parent did in the Garden of Eden 
not trusting the creator ELOHIM.     
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Adam and Eve and their children were designed to live forever 
but became mortals when they violated a trust but should have 
chosen wisely and not believe Lucifer-Satan a liar, thus will ever 
question, “Did God say?” linked to “Good or Evil” not changed 
in 6000 years. The beginning of mankind was laid out in a 
divine Grand Plan which started with the Hebrew letter B-Bet 
(house or duality) recorded in a big Bible egg.  

https://vimeo.com/195432755 
God created mankind with a choice “Good or Evil” mirror 
imaged in Kosmos eternal laws heaven and hell. After the 
White Throne judgment evil is no longer allowed. Many 
received Mercy unto Life, even when the balance was 50:50 
given a second chance? Fundamentally a divine Yeshua paid for 
every transgression any mortals committed, but the last test will 
evaluate for a future evil intent. Being offered to live forever in 
God’s house will look deeper in our genetic makeup. Many 
expanded concepts were suggested in Babushka eggs #4, #9, 
#11 and various Pearls linked to historic Bible example events.  
Many facts illustrated in nature, which extend to a Garden Eden 
creation story to widen knowledge horizon. Only divine 
prophecy will validate a historic cross event, when a deity 
Yeshua died. It created an option for every being with a free 
Will-choice to experience death leading in unspeakable terror of 
hell a reality original only made for demons, or a desire to live 
forever surrounded by light floating in the goodness we can feel 
a yearning when evil is tearing us apart but still have hope a 
mystery paradox. Thus a mortal mind condition, the fear of 
death can train us in eternal prophesied principle to be finalized 
when Hell and our bloodied earth is thrown into a fiery lake to 
end evil forever closing the last Kosmos curtain act to end a 
Time-dimension.    
Please notice a planned prophecy will happen why not 
investigate a reliable divine Torah-Bible and trust a dated 
schedule to end worldwide the antiChrist technology system. 
Why do most Christian churches preach denominational lies 
rewarded with IRS grants to corrupt theologians ignoring that 
psychopath Illuminati NYC bankers are worshipping Satan? 
Thus Christians will be rounded up in America like Jews in 
1939 not escaping YHWH Wrath along much of Life will 
disappear on earth. However a remnant is saved to continue in 
God’s Kingdom and should ask: why I am here and where do I 
go? Believe Yeshua’s promise to be reborn on a new earth to 
have fellowship with the Creator.  


